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▶ Standard: Theory of general equilibrium
▶ supply = demand; several equilibria possible; static view
▶ models compute a unique equilibrium
▶ Climate policy context: intertemporal optimization models
▶ one welfare function optimized, value of a sequence of situations society finds itself in is summarized in a global utility function
▶ “details” disputed (discounting issues etc)
▶ emission reductions are considered a deviation from the business as usual path
▶ deviation from optimal path has a cost
▶ climate problem = problem of distributing mitigation costs
▶ e.g. COP 15, Copenhagen 2009, deadlock situation
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- agent-based economic models
  aims: investigate system behaviour and generate more complete theory
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- social phenomena that involve value-exchange
- social processes and mechanisms other than those usually considered by economists
  
  social norms, reputation, trust, group membership, expectations

- The economic processes of price, supply/demand and varieties of economic rationality (e.g. bounded rationality, optimisation etc.) are relatively well studied – this workshop aims to concentrate on the other social aspects involved.

- work in progress in the spirit of the Dahlem Conference “New Approaches to Economics after the Financial Crisis” (Berlin August, 2010)

- central idea: insights from the social sciences, a variety of models, and judgement needed for “better” economics, in particular concerning policy making
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- Aggregate indicators of value considered, GDP etc.
- Simple model with several goods: compare vectors
- Even GDP not necessarily comparable unless changes are small
- Standard economic models consider cases in neighbourhood of one equilibrium
- When looking at several equilibria it is not so clear how to compare “value”
- Reduction to 1 dimension desirable
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- potential function as a tool for thinking about value
  1 dimension to make situations commensurable;
  “social energy landscape”
- dynamics driven by social phenomena instead of single agent optimizing
- derive potential function from a representation of agents’ expectations (feedback)
- social process of how expectations are formed
- “next-best try” towards some understanding, replacing welfare function optimization
- stochastic dynamic model as a simpler pre-step towards agent-based model that could represent the observed dynamics
- get an idea of which details might be the important ones from the micro level that influence the macro level
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- Sébastien Grauwin et al.: Effective free energy for individual dynamics
- Wyart and Bouchaud [2007]: Self-referential behaviour, overreaction and conventions in financial markets
- Chartist agents use (alleged) correlation between some information (index) and stock price to predict stock price; their behaviour impacts the price
- Noise arises from other agents trading randomly
- Impact function: price change as function of what agents do estimation procedure used by chartist agents combined into an Itô-Langevin equation, with double-well potential function
- Stable conventions appear for correlations of price change and index change (positive/negative) quick switches from one to the other
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- climate policy context: get out of deadlock situation
- identify concrete win-win options for emission reduction and labor market/economic growth (e.g. energy-efficiency improvements to buildings)
- theory: explain such options in an economic framework
- not completely scrapping general equilibrium theory: transitions between different equilibria
- potential function model
- very basic Lagom model, i.e. agent-based but tractable
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